
 

Junior 5 - Topics Lent Term 2018 
Mathematics  English Science 

Place value, decimals, percentages & their equivalence to 
fractions, problem solving, reasoning & algebra, mental & written 
addition and subtraction, mental & written multiplication & 
division, geometry (properties of shape), measurement, 
statistics, ratio & proportion and Maths Passports.  
 
 
 

Teachers: Mrs Geran, Mrs Roberts & Mr Cottrill 

Poetry styles e.g. kennings, classic narrative poetry, classic fiction, 
explanations, modern classic fiction and the Easter story 
 
Drama Co-operating with each other in small groups, understanding themes 
of poems along with new vocabulary, communicating a poetry performance 
with physical and vocal expression, vocal variety and learning to time 
delivery. 
 

Teachers:  Mrs Geran, Mrs Roberts & Miss Ellis  

Properties of materials 1: compare and group together everyday 
materials based on properties, including their hardness, solubility, 
transparency, conductivity (electrical and thermal), and response to 
magnets.  
Properties of materials 2: to know that some changes result in the 
formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not 
usually reversible.  
 

Teachers: Mrs Roberts & Mrs Vaughan 

History  Geography RE 
The Tudors 
(Kings and Queens, Reformation, Protestantism, Children of 
Henry VIII) 
Links with Art (Tudor portraits, houses, jewellery and Tudor 
roses) 
 

Teachers: Mrs Vaughan, Mrs Roberts & Mrs Geran 

What’s going on in the world today?   
Pupils research news items using CBBC Newsround, newspapers and the 
internet to deepen their appreciation of the world around them. 
 
 
 

Teachers: Mrs Lammas, Mrs Roberts & Mrs Vaughan  

Baptism of Our Lord 
Miracles and parables 
Lent, Holy Week and Easter 
 
 
 

Teachers: Mrs Jackson-Mayne & Mrs Horan 

Music PE & Games Art 
Preparation and performance at the Young Voices concert. 
Mood music. 
To listen and identify features in ‘Mars’ from ‘The Planets’. To 
then create their own piece in groups, using an ostinato and to 
establish a similar feel to the piece that they had listened to. 

 
Teacher: Mrs Olden 

Football: extending individual skills improving awareness and tactical 
knowledge. Strategic and tactical game play. Specific roles in attack and 
defence. 
Netball: advanced ball skills. Interception and attacking strategies. Order of 
play and the specific role of positional play. 
Girl’s Rugby – ball skills, basic rules, basic game play & tag games.  

Teachers: Mrs Vaughan, Miss Jones, Mr Lamprecht & Mr Vaughan 

Tudor Projects – mixed media 
Holbein – portraits 
Half term project. 
 
 
 

Teachers: Ms Holmes & Mrs Clarke 

Design & Technology Computing Mandarin  
Second half of the term - string art: 
Designing patterns and turning them into art work by using a 
hammer, some nails and decorative string. 
 
 
 

Teacher: Ms Holmes 

iWeb unit: programming on the iPads with LightBot and LightBot Jnr. Using 
skills developed when crating algorithms and code. 
iPad: developing robotics programs. 
 
 
 

Teachers: Mrs Malcolm and Mrs Geran 

Children will learn numbers from 11 to 99.  Continuation of the topic 
‘Myself’ and start the topic ‘My family’. 
Culture: Chinese New Year 
 
 
 

Teacher: Mrs Huang 

Please Practise:  

 Reading  

 Spellings  

 Maths – times tables 

PSHECE French 
Martin Luther King: sacrificing all for the Dream; Valentine’s Day. Topics for 
discussion: Mind Maze, pioneering nurses - Mary Seacole and Florence 
Nightingale, Identities, Discussion, Scenarios & Dizzy Dilemmas 
 

Teachers: Mrs Geran, Mrs Vaughan & Mrs Roberts 

Celebrations in France (Epiphany), the French alphabet, places in 
town, building a sentence, the verb être, writing description & beach 
poetry. 
 

Teacher: Mrs Williams  

 


